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 Different Minds, using its wealth of practical and background info, is essential reading for all people
who live or use gifted children with attention difficulties. Lovecky manuals parents and professionals
through methods of analysis and advises on how best to nurture individual desires, positive behavior
and romantic relationships in the home and at college. Explaining why certain kids are gifted and
how giftedness is definitely manifested, each chapter on a specific topic addresses the relevance for
kids with Advertisement/HD and Asperger Syndrome.Lovecky explores concepts such as for
example asynchrony and the effects of such `uneven' development about children, using case
studies to illustrate psychological, intellectual, creative and cultural development. She also highlights
the inadequate measures presently in place to aid parents and teachers and goes on to obviously
define what is required to understand and help these kids in order that their needs could be met
even more positively in the future.Through recognizing the various levels and forms of giftedness, this
publication provides an insight in to the challenges and benefits particular to gifted children with
attention difficulties.
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Great book for true specifics on gifted + ADHD I've examine many, many resources on giftedness,
ADHD and twice outstanding children. Most are pretty general. Different Thoughts is a whole
different story - it really is full of information, has lots of references and most importantly describes
particular combinations of twice exceptionality in great detail. Without doubt about it! Something else
happens and we find ourselves flung into confusion. My son's ADHD sometimes inhibits his
giftedness being identified and this books explains obviously how and just why this happens. As an
intellectual who has browse every single book she can find on ADHD, I must state that this is
actually the most satisfying publication on the subject.As much parents of gifted children are gifted
themselves, I think they'll find the academic tone and density of information in this publication
refreshing. It isn't exactly light reading, nonetheless it is well created and very useful. This publication
is quite helpful in figuring out how he's considering, what to look for, and come up with strategies for
how to approach challenges. I have found these sections useful aswell in understanding some of
my daughter's problems. Please buy! Different Minds is usually alone in it's class I am so thankful to
Deirdre Lovecky for writing this amazing book. It was truly amazing to discover a reserve like this,
filled with real specifics, after reading the rest of the less effective books. Must Have for Parents of
Gifted, Special Needs 2E Kids This is undoubtedly the very best book on Gifted Children.Having
encouraged parents to boldly proceed and examine this book, I have to also comment that
whatever you find here that should be acknowledged and coped with by your child's teachers,
school administrators, or psychologist, can be easily communicated simply by getting them a copy
with right passages marked. I spend a lot of volunteer period assisting teenagers in pursuit .
profoundly gifted/ADHD child. The format is tedious and cumbersome, and it can be hard to find the
info you may be looking for. This profile clearly encompasses most of my son's strengths and
issues that the publication that almost brought me to tears. Different Thoughts is a go-to reference
for those moments: the sticky social problems; It really is excellent! his occasions of unusual, mature
insight carrying out a toddler-like tantrum. This book makes me feel just like we have been less
alone and provides me as a parent, a resource to turn to which supplies me with ideas for
performing in my child's best interest. Adds Thus much to knowledge of these children! Yes, Deidre
Lovecky writes within an academic design. I value books that don't talk down to parents, but allow
us to talk about in the data the experts have developed without dumbing it down.When you have a
gifted child, understand that the apple doesn't fall far from the tree. The probabilities are very great
you are gifted, as well. Her depth of clinical encounter and observation has allowed her to build up
and share keen insights that will assist any mother or father or professional understand and help a
gifted child with an added exceptionality. But I find myself turning to it time and again to greatly help
me with my 8 y. The publication IS written professionally and for the advantage of other
professionals in addition to parents.I first met Dr. Lovecky 14 years ago, and I was impressed then
with her insight and curiosity into children who have been gifted and demonstrated issues such as
for example ADHD, Asperger's, etc. If you truly require the beautiful information in this reserve, I
suspect you should have little problems absorbing the ideas that may help you help your child. If
you need to learn real facts about ADHD, understand this book! I think this book can help me help
my son's teachers observe this. It really explains what the continues on in the minds of kids with
ADHD and various other mental conditions. It is a comprehensive analysys filled with insight and
useful wisdom for parents and experts. Instantly I could see issues in my own child that I hadn't
noticed before, I was able to understand things as part of your, and it finally all began to make
sense. Good information, but tedious format Like many books of this type, the info is good but
slogging through the chapters takes discipline. For instance, in a single section, Different Minds
describes the characteristics of a gifted kid with ADHD/combined type and how this child may be



similar to and different from gifted children without ADHD and also how the child may be similar to
and various from non-gifted kids with ADHD. Wholehearted endorsement Dr. Lovecky's book was a
God-send out for us. We thought it might provide good insights into one of our sons, who we knew
was smart and has ADHD.. FINALLY, we found something that explained him, and we had expect
breakthroughs with him!What we didn't expect was to find that the book also provided insights into
our other child, who we knew was smarter than most, but who had under no circumstances been
identified as having ADHD. We're attempting to comprehend some very irritating behaviors and
figure out what's best for our child."Long story brief: we got in touch with Dr. Lovecky and traveled
a long way on two different outings to possess each boy evaluated by her. It's helping us put stuff
into perspective and better understand our son . It has transformed my entire life for the better! It's
the only book There is that provides such profound knowledge of the functioning of these children.
After years of reading books on gifted children, books on ADHD, books on Learning Disorders, this
is actually the first book that gets to the fact 2 plus 2 doesn't equivalent 4: these children don't
simply have the issues associated with each of these diagnosies, they have unique problems, and
gifts, as well. My copy is underlined, highlighted, dog-eared and constantly described. It is a
dynamic companion to my journey with my son.That is practical, informative, intelligent and an
excellent resource for parents, teachers and professionals. The guide book to all things Aspergers
Excellent reference, filled with references to all work available at the time of publication. Must have
for any aspie's parent. Our copy is full of sticky notes and highlighter. I take it to my son's EIP
meetings and flip it open. Very insightful! Great book, offered very much insight, only wish I had
waited for the brand new addition to turn out! And even it did, on therefore many of its pages! Good
book for parents of ADD/Gifted children I'm the mother or father of an 8-12 months aged boy that's
gifted with Inattentive Insert. We found "him" also "jumping off the pages.One other thing, this reserve
has sections throughout describing a few of the problems faced by gifted young ladies, such as
being less likely to be identified plus some of their sociable and psychological issues. I'm not really
clinician but I appreciate the academic/clinical, just-the-facts composing. We are so glad that people
did!o... As a retired City Supervisor, I spend a lot of volunteer period assisting young people in
pursuit of education excellence. I purchased this publication as a reference device for use with
students with Asperger, ADHD, etc. the behavioral ups and downs; This is the book you have to
read on the subject of ADHD. Simply when I think I've got things figured out and I learn how to
handle him - BAM! A must read A wealth of information and insights. Anyone who has any
involvement with gifted children on the spectrum requirements this publication. On the surface, I was
concerned the book would be too dried out for me to get through. The best book I've read I love
this book so very much We wrote to the writer to inform her so.If you have a gifted child with any
particular type of ADHD or AS, you will need this book to help advocate for him or her.
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